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ON A NEW DERIVATION OF A WELL KNOWN DISTRIBUTION

l

by
S. N. Roy
Department of Statistics
University of North Carolina
Summary and Introduction.
The joint distribution of the characteristic roots of the quotient
of two matrices (in the sense of one matrix times the inverse of the other)
was obtained under the null hypothesis and, up to a certain point, under
the non null hypothesis, by a number of workers in the late thirties and
during the forties ~1,3~, as part of an attempt to solve certain inference
problems in multivariate normal distributions, including, in particular,
those of testing (i) the hypothesis of equality of two dispersion

matric~s,

(ii) the hypothesis of independence between two sets of variates and (iii)
multivariate linear hypothesis.

It is well known that the three sets of

characteristic roots connected with the three problems mentioned just now
have, under the respective null hypotheses for (i), (ii), (iii), the same
form of joint distribution, but have different forms of joint distribution
under the respective non null hypotheses ~1,3]. Under the case (iii),
there are two subcases, namely (a) u ~ s and (b) u > s, where u denotes
thelleffective number of variates ll and s the "components of a linear hypothesis"
(for example, the number of treatment contrasts), both phrases ~3,5_7 to be
1.
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explained in the next section.

While the two sets of characteristic roots

for the two subcases (a) and (b) under (iii) have the same form of joint
distribution, it is also well known that by most methods of derivation,
the distribution for the subcase (a) is considerably easier to derive than
for the subcase (b).

For example two alternative methods of deriving the

distribution for the subcase (b) are given in ~3_7, but even the shorter
of the two is lengthier and more involved than that for (a).

Given the

distribution for the case (a), this paper offers a method of throwing back
the distribution for the case (b) on that for the case (a) under both the
null and the non null hypothesis by using certain arguments that are reminiscent and, in a sense, a generalization of the simple reasoning by which
Fisher

L- 2-7 threw back on the F-distribution,

the distribution of what

was essentially Hotelling's ~, at a time when he was not aware of Hotelling's

4It

prior derivation of the distribution by a more formal and elaborate method •.
2.

Preliminaries.

The model for multivariate linear hypothesis C3,5

7.

L:!t X = C~ ~ ... ~7p
pm

C-a, pxI
(~i),

1

1

~ _7, where ~ is an unknown symmetric p.d.
pxp
matrix of parameters called the population dispersion matriX, and the
be n independent N

1

expectations are given by

,

L

A =
Al : A2 J n is the structure matrix given by the design
nxm
r
m-r
of the experiment and what is usually called the model by experimental
where

statistically and

s

mxp

--

1

1
~
[:2
p

mr_r

,
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Al is a basis

(not necessarily unique) of the matrix A.

assumed that rank (A)

=r

~

It is also

m < n, and r < n-p.

The multivariate linear hypothesis

L3,5].

Under this model the hypothesis

~ 0 to be tested and the alternative}i against which it is supposed to

l

be tested are supposed to be given by

~l (m-rxp)
(rxp)
~2

against

C
where~o is

C1 : C2

J[:J

assumed to be a "testable ll

w~

0 =

{'3,5]

.1

W = 0

pxu

(say),

hypotheses for which a

necessary and sufficient condition is that
rank

CAJ = rank t: ~ ],

where C =
SXlIl

It is assumed that rank

L-C] = s

~ r, and rank

C CI
r

: C
2

m-r

[wJ = u ~ p.

J

s ••

The given

matrices C and W together are called the hypothesis matricesj u is called
the 'effective number of variates" .and s the "number of components of the
linear hypothesis. II

In many problems u=p, in which case, W will disappear

if we post multiply both sides of (2.2) bY W-

l

~nOtice that in this case,

if u=p, W will be non-aingulaV. A partition of A into Al and A induces
2
E into
a partition of/~l and l2 and that in turn induces a partition of C into Cl
and C • No matter whether we use the ~ criterion, or the largest root
2

criterion or the sum of the roots criterion the te.st will come out in terms

•

of two matrices which playa pivotal role and are given by

(2.4)

sS*

uxu

=W'XQflU

'f 0

XI Wj (n-r) S
uxu

=WIX Qerror

XI W,

4
where

Q~o

and Q
are nxn matrices (called respectively the matrices
error
due to the hypothesis and the error) and are given C315_7 in terms of
a-pl

Al and CII and shown to be invariant under the choice of a basis Al for A
and a consequent choice of CI from C. The matrices S* and S themselves
sample
might be called respectively the/dispersion matrices due to the hypothesis
and to the error.

S* and S are symmetric matrices l S beingl almost every-

where l p.d. and S* beingl almost everywhere l at least p.s.d. of rank t=tl1in
(u l s).

Each of the three tests mentioned above comes out in terms of the

characteristic roots of

L-S*S-:r1

except that for the ~ criterion the primi-

L-S

(SS*+n-rS ) -1 71 which1 of
s+n-r
course 1 can be expressed in terms of the roots of CS* S-IJ. For the
tive form is one in terms of the roots of

two other tests l though not for the
of the roots becomes an

~

~spensable

criterion l the joint distribution

first step toward the test construction.

Almost everywhere l the number of positive roots of I..S*S-l~ is equal to
t=tl1in (U I S)1 the other u-t roots being zero l so that l if u
roots are positive.

The two subcases (a) u

seen to arise in a natural manner.

~

~

SI all the

s and (b) u > SI are thus

Under the non null hYPothesis}t the

sampling distribution of these roots (and hence the power of anyone of the
three tests mentioned) involves as parameters l aside from the degrees
of freedom u l s and n-r l a set of "noncentralityparameters"

~1~2."~tl

given by the positive roots of

1

where 11
is a set of "deviation parameters. 11 These roots again are
I sxu
invariant under a choice of Al (and of Cl ). For the distribution of the

•
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roots of ~8* 8- 1

(to be called c ,c , •.• ,c ) we have, as a starting
l 2
t
point, the distribution of the canonical matrices Z* ~= (Zij)~ and
uxs
Z_ ~= (Zi .L7, given by
uxn-r
J
t
t
(2.6)
z* <. 'dZ*dZ,
const exp L-~ tr Z'*Z*' + tr ZZ' + l: ~ i i=l
~:.J i

iJ1 itr'

{

where the roots of ["8*8- 1_7 are the same as of

n;r L[Z*Z*') (ZZ' )-1

_7

In this paper, assuming that the distribution of the u (positive roots) is

known for the case

u

~

s, we shall show how the distribution of the s

(positive roots) for the case
This is done by tYing

u > s, can be thrown back on the former case.

up the distribution for both cases with the distri-

bution of roots for the problem (ii) of independence between two sets of
variates.

3.

Independence between two sets of variates.
For independence between a p-set and a q-set (with a p+q multivariate

normal distribution), given a' sample of size n* > p+q, we are concerned with
the joint distribution of a set of p roots (ct, c~, ••• , c~) which can be
expressed L~,4~ as the characteristic roots of ~UU'(VV,)-l~ where

C

U !=(u ) ] , V_
=(vij )] and '1' (a triangular matrix with positive
ij
pxq
pxn-q
qxq
diagonal elements and zero upper off diagonal elements) are canonical

matrices having the distribution

•

x dUdV

TIq

i=l

n*-1
t ii
dT,

6
~

where r ij = Pi / II-Pi = r i (say), for j = 1, 2, ••• , i and i = 1, 2,
••. , p; and = 0, otherwise. The P~'s are the characteristic roots of
1

l'

E
E;2 E12_7, where the symmetric p. d. population dispersion
12
matrix for the (p + q) set of variates is given by

~E~l

p

E =
q
p

q

It may be noted that if
p

8

=
8'

q

12

p

q

is·the sample dispersion matriX, then denoting by c. 'sthe squares of
~

. the, sample canor..ical coX'relation coefficients, given by the cha.racteristic
, we have that
(i

We observe further that if p

~

= 1,

2, •.. , p).

q, then, almost everywhere, all p of e

's
i
and hence of ct 's are positive, and for the joint distribution of these
roots we can start from (3.1) as the canonical form.

On the other hand,

if p > q, then while the form (3.1) would be still permissible, another
canonical form would be more convenient.

TO obtain this second canonical

form we first observe that even if p > q, the positive roots of
Lr-8 -1

11 812

7 are

,
8 - 1812-

22

everywhere) of ~8-1 8

12

the same as the roots

8~i 8 12

J.

(all

positive, almost

TO obtain a canonical form for

the distribution problem of the roots as expressed 1n terms of the

•
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latter matrix, we reverse the roles of the p-set and the q-set and end
up with the joint distribution of canonical matrices. q~ ~ (ulij17,
.V

1
qxn-p

L=

(v1ij L7 and

Tl
pxp

,given by

= Yi
qj and

=0

otherwise.

(say), for j

= 1,

= 1,2,

2, ..• , i and i

... ,

Notice that P~ are the characteristic roots of

-1
J ,and the positive roots of this matrix are the
22 E r Ell E12
same as the positive roots of ~E~i E12 E;~ E _7 which would justify

Lr E.. 1

1:

12

using the same symbol Pi for both cases.

Thus,if in (,.1) p > q, then

for the distribution of the positive characteristic roots of

LOu'

(VV,)-lJ

of (,.1), we use the canonical form (,.5), after having observed that
the positive roots of ~UU' (VV,)-lJ are the same as those of

~Ul Ui (Vl Vi)-1_7 and with the same multiplicity. Almost everywhere,
all roots of the latter matrix are positive.

This means that if, start..

ing from (,.1), we obtain, as we can, the distribution of the roots of
1
["U U' (V V'r
(all positive, almost everywhere) when p ::: q, then all

J

we have to do to obtain the distribution of the positive roots of this
matriX when p > q, is to take the first distribution and replace p by q,
q by P and n*-q by n*-po

4. Tie-up between the problems of sections , and 4.
Comparing (2.6) with (,.1) we observe that both on the null and
•

the non-null hypothesis

the

r=* Z*' (Z Z' )- 1
distribution of the roots of LZ

J

8
is the same as of the conditional distribution, given T, of the roots of

u' (V v,)-1_7, if we put p = u, q = s, n*-q = n-r, t ii = 1, tij(ifJ)
and r.. = ~ .• This is otherwise obvious, once we obtain from (3.1) the
J.J.
J.

LU

unconditional distribution of T.

= 0

This unconditional distribution is ob-

tained by observing that the elements of U and V vary from

-00

to

-+00,

and, integrating these out, we obtain, for T, the distribution
r 1 q i
2 7 J
n*-i
(4.1) const exp L -2 ~ ~ t
_
)( t ii
dT.
iJ
i=l J=l
i=l
Hence, the distribution of the positive roots of ["Z*Z*(Z Z,)-l-7 will
be the same as the conditional distribution, given T, of the positive
roots of ["U U' (V V,)-l-7, after proper identification between the two
sets of parameters and proper specification of the elements of T, held
fixed.

The conditional distribution of the positive roots of

10 U'(V v,)-1_7

again will be the same as the conditional distribution of the roots (all
positive, almost everywhere) of LUI Ui (VI Vir1-7.
that if, starting from
the roots of LU

u·

Hence it is obvious

(2.6), we obtain, as we can, the distribution of

(V V' )-1-7, when u ~ s, then, to obtain the distribu-

tion of the positive roots of the same matriX, when u > s, all we have to
do is to take the first distribution and replace u by s, s by u and n-r
by n-r-u+Sj this replacement follows if we recall the nature of the tieup between the problems of section 2 and section 3.

We have, for the

first case (p ~ q, u ~ s), p = u, q = s, n*-q = n-r, i.e., n* = n-r+q =
n-r+s.

This n* is to stay the same for both cases of section 3.

for the second case (p > qj u > s), again, p

= u,

Also

q = Sj if now for this

second case we put n*-p = n-r-u+s, then it turns out that n* = n-r-u+s+p
= n-r-u+s+u = n-r+s, which is a consistent result in that n* should be

••
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the same for both cases of section 3, and n-r+s should be the same for both
cases of section 2.

Thus, if we relate the tie-up between the distribution

problems of the two cases of section 3 to the tie-up between the distributions
of the two cases for section 2 we observe that
(4.2)

Cp

~ qj q ~ Pj n* ~ n* J

Special Cases.

~

Consider,as a special

eu

cas~

s

~ s, s ~ u, n-r -> n-r-u+sJ.

=1

in section 2.

We have, for

the single positive root, Hotellings ~ and, by the tie-up between the problams
of sections 2 and 3, the distribution of Hotelling's T2 is the same as the
conditional distribution of the

F-traneform of the

square

of

the multiple correlation of a u-setand a l-set, that is, of a l-set and
a u-set, which is the usual F-distribution.
ment used by Fisher.

This was essentially the argu-

Notice that here the chain is (u > s)

~

(p

>q)~(IJ<1),

and we stop at the third stage and utilize the well-known F-distribution.
works when s = 1.

However, when both u and s are greater than 1 the chain

that we use is (u > s) ~ (p > q) ~ (p :s q) ~ (u :s s).
We might conclude by giving another example Cl,3 J.

In

section 2,

under ~o the distribution of the roots for the case u :s s, is given by
s-u-l
c
2
dC
u
i
(4.3) const "IT i
J\(ci-c j ), (O:Scl:s ... <c <(0).
- u
i=l (l~ c. )n-r+s i>j
n-r J.
2
Hence under~o the distribution, for the case u > 6, will be given by

This

10
s

(4.4)

~nst

TI

i=l
Both results are, of course, well-known.
5.

Concluding remarks.
It will be seen that in throwing back the second case of section 2 on

the first case the argument that is used is basically very simple.

Most

of the space in this paper has been taken up just to explain the background
of the pivotal distributions (2.6),(3.1) and (3.5).

If

these pivotal distri-

butions and their background were better known and could be taken for granted,
then section 4, or rather the part of it that precedes the two illustrations,
is all that is needed for the derivation of the distribution for the case u>s.
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